I. INTRODUCTION
Computer graphics algorithms create images by simulating the transport of light through an environment to the viewer. The algorithms that perform this simulation trade-off fidelity, computation time and scene dynamism, optimising for one or another depending on the application [1] . For real-time rendering, arguably the most popular algorithm is the painter's algorithm. In this algorithm primitives (triangles) that make up the geometry of a scene are projected onto a viewing plane. For each fragment (nominally a texel on the plane) the colour of the surface of the primitive under that location is computed. The colour is based on an approximation of the transport of light from illumination sources in the scene to the view plane [2] . This is computationally efficient. However until all primitives have been processed, the frame cannot be displayed as any portion of it could change in the future. There are applications for which these characteristics are suboptimal. Examples are highly interactive applications such as virtual reality or simulators.
Modern Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are highly parallel stream processors; the ancestors of these cards implemented the painter's algorithm algorithm in fixed logic, and their architecture is optimised for this algorithm still [3] , [2] . The implementation details of the algorithm are up to the application designer, with some fixed functionality and other reprogrammable parts known as shaders. The responsibilities of each type of shader however are similar across applications and GPUs -each type corresponding to a different stage of the painter's algorithm (e.g. the vertex shader projects triangles onto the viewing plane, the fragment shader estimates the colour). The shader programs are executed by sets of stream processors -typically Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) cores, with the output of each stage feeding into the next. The final stage writes to a frame buffer. GPUs can also have dedicated hardware for operations such as depth culling or texture sampling [2] . The format of the data transported between stages is highly homogenous, and each stage will execute the same small set of operations on a large number of input tokens. This makes SIMD cores a highly efficient way to accelerate the algorithm. However, the requirement to build a frame from geometric primitives places a lower bound on latency tied to frame rate and geometry processing rate.
This presents a problem for those who require a rendering algorithm with a different set of optimisations. In interactive systems, low latency is important for a good user experience and optimal performance, as demonstrated in a number of studies (e.g. [4] , [5] , [6] ). The typical way to conduct such studies, is to measure participants' performance at a primitive interaction task, while controlling the latency. Participants complete pointing and steering tasks using a specially designed interface, while metrics about their performance (e.g. task completion time) are measured under different conditions. This requires an apparatus with very low tunable latency. Studies continue to find the effects of latency at lower and lower levels, and these are beginning to reach the limits of the hardware typically used to conduct such tests. For a recent experiment described in [7] , we found ourselves in need of a renderer with very low latency. The architecture of traditional GPUs did not allow us to achieve the required latency. Instead, we designed a new renderer based on dataflow computing, and implemented it in reconfigurable hardware. FPGAs have been used for real-time rendering before, but with limited scope and tight vertical integration (e.g. [8] , [9] ). The dataflow computing paradigm and tools such as Maxeler's MaxCompiler are making it possible to construct image generators with entirely novel architectures, with similar complexity of programming as traditional GPUs [10] .
To minimise latency, the time between the computation of any pixel and the latest input from the user must be minimised. With full control of the rendering architecture enabled by the use of reconfigurable hardware, we can ensure that the latency is deterministic. This allows us to 'race the beam'. Racing-thebeam involves computing pixel values at the rate of the pixel clock, with a latency much less than one frame period. The result is pixel values are computed and then transmitted directly to the display with minimal buffering, minimising the time between user input and the corresponding change in the display. The lower limit on latency is now due to the characteristics of the display, including the response time of the display elements.
In this paper we describe our dataflow renderer in detail. In Section II we review how reconfigurable hardware has contributed to image synthesis. Section III describes the design and operation of our renderer in detail. In Section IV we discuss the performance of our apparatus and compare it to the performance of the same apparatus, built with a GPU. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section V. We hope this to be the first step in building a high fidelity real-time renderer using dataflow computing.
II. RELATED WORKS
The abilities of dedicated hardware make it popular for a number of applications in computer graphics -including the problem of reducing apparent latency. For example, a warper-board was designed to deform images, making them appear from a slightly different perspective than the one they were rendered from [6] . The warper board could mitigate the rendering delay, by updating the images with the latest tracking data before they were presented to the user in a head mounted display. This approach creates the illusion of low latency, but risks introducing artefacts if there is not enough data to recompute the appearance of the image from the new viewpoint.
In addition to image processing, FPGAs have contributed to novel image synthesis, by performing simple but high volume computations. For example, Woop et al presented the design for a hardware accelerated ray-tracer prototyped on an FPGA [11] . In 2013, Caustics Professional released a ray-tracing accelerator card [12] . Yongsheng et al also describe a hardware ray-tracer, but built with dataflow computing. Like Woop et al, theirs performs both intersection tests and shading in hardware. They note that dataflow computers are suitable for ray-tracing due to the highly parallel nature of the algorithm [13] .
Ten Hagen et al presented one of the first practical examples of an image generator utilising dataflow computing in their Dataflow Graphics Workstation [14] . The dataflow co-processor in their system did not drive a display directly, but performed pre-processing on 3D data, a function not dissimilar to modern day vertex or geometry shaders. Voitsechov & Etsion present an alternative architecture for GPGPUs based on dataflow computing [15] . In their architecture instructions from CUDA kernels are mapped to a dataflow graph. Their architecture supports multiple concurrent threads, using input token buffers at each node, which dynamically select which tokens to execute at any time based on available input parameters from the various tokens. This allows out-of-order execution at each node, maximising usage of the entire graph when some nodes (e.g. memory access nodes) have non-deterministic latencies.
FPGAs have also been applied to the specific problem of low latency image synthesis. Regan et al constructed a very low latency 3D light field renderer [8] . The architecture of their renderer is similar to ours, and their goal was also to design a renderer for investigating latency in human computer interaction. They achieved a latency of only 200µs, though the memory limitations of their platform permitted parallax in only one dimension. The closest example to ours is that of Ng et al [9] , who built a low latency direct touch interaction interface. They also designed theirs for latency interaction experiments. In their apparatus, the touchscreen and projector were connected directly to the FPGA, where the experiment logic as well as the rendering algorithm were implemented. The PC running the experiment was connected via USB and was used to control the flow of the experiment. The apparatus achieved an end-to-end latency of 1 ms.
III. DESIGN OF A LOW LATENCY RENDERER
We designed an experiment, documented in [7] , in which we asked participants to perform pointing and steering tasks. To conduct this experiment we required a renderer that could draw 2D images with a very low latency. Examples of these are in Figure 1 .
A. Architecture
We constructed such a renderer using a Maxeler Dataflow Engine (DFE). This is a computing platform for executing Fig. 1 . Images of the stimuli the participants were exposed to. The combined colour and timing data is transferred to the video core, which performs 8b/10b encoding, and then line level encoding and output from the DFE using high speed transceivers. The output is logically compliant DVI. A simple adapter board implements the physical interconnect. By synthesising the DVI signals & driving the display directly from the FPGA, we can ensure no additional latency is introduced and minimise the complexity of our apparatus.
Most functionality is implemented within the dataflow graph, in kernels running at ∼200 MHz. The video signal generator runs at 152 MHz, the pixel clock rate of the 144 Hz display. MaxCompiler, Maxeler's toolchain, handles the transfer of data between kernels in different clock domains, as well as buffering and backpressure signalling between them. By controlling the size of the buffer between the Rendering Kernel and the Video Signal Generator Kernel, we can control how many pixels are rendered in advance. The buffer only has to be large enough to account for pauses in the data stream due to non-deterministic operations such as DRAM memory accesses. Pixel values are computed continuously. The only communication from the CPU is to update the algorithm parameters asynchronously.
The parameters include which background map to use, and the location and content of the sprites.
B. Image Composition
The background map is sampled using burst reads into multiple DRAM modules simultaneously, with the reads being concatenated into a single 3072 bit word. Each word contains pixels within a segment of a line. The aspect ratio of these words are changed to form a stream of pixels. At the start of each new line in the frame, commands to read the next line in full are issued to memory. At the same time individual pixels from the previous reads are read from the input buffer. The commands to sample the first line of a frame are sent during the synchronization period, when nothing is drawn. For line widths that are not multiples of the memory width, the remaining data is discarded during the synchronization period.
Sprites representing buttons and cursors were so small they could be stored in SRAM, which supports fast random access. The address to sample is computed based on the offset into the sprite of the current pixel being computed. This is a function of the sprites location. The location and content of the sprites are updated via PCIe streams. If the offset is outside the bounds of the sprite, the sample is set to transparent. In most modules colours are represented as 32 bit RGBA allowing alpha blending. The sprites are composited in a fixed order obscuring or blending with the background map or those below them based on their alpha component. The alpha channel is discarded when the final colour samples are transmitted to the Video Signal Generator.
C. Logical Display Interface
The colour and timing data is encoded into logically compliant DVI in the Video Core. DVI is a fully digital protocol which transmits 24 bit RGB data over three serial channels, with a fourth transmitting the pixel clock. The 8 bit colour words are converted to 10 bit words with a specialised version of 8b/10b encoding, ensuring each channel remains DC balanced [16] . During the blanking periods of the frame, the RGB data is substituted for control data, which includes the HSync and VSync signals.
The Data Enable (DE) signal from the Video Signal Generator determines whether the colour or control data (Hsync & Vsync -also from the Video Signal Generator) should be transmitted on a given clock cycle. The colour or control words are routed to an 8b/10b encoder and then into the serialiser of the high-speed transceivers on the FPGA of the DFE. The words pass through a shallow FIFO buffer used to transfer the words between the clock domains of the Video Signal Generator and the transceiver Physical Media Access (PMA), which run at the same rate but may be out of phase.
Maxeler's toolchain does not currently support direct access to the transceivers, however with Maxeler's assistance a small modification was made to the toolchain to give access to our dataflow graph. The Physical Coding Sublayers (PCS) within the transceiver blocks were configured to provide direct PMA access to the transceivers. The serialiser is present within the PMA of the transceivers, and was configured with a serialisation factor of 10. The transceivers were bonded together and driven by a single external serial clock, produced by a fractional-PLL placed within the transceiver bank. A fourth transceiver was used to transmit the pixel clock. To do this a constant pattern of 0x1Fh was written to the parallel data port. The driver output stage is shown in Figure 3 . 
D. Physical Display Interface
The transceivers on the DFE use PCML (Pseudo Current Mode Logic) and are AC coupled. DVI specifies DC coupled CML, with the common-mode voltage set by the receiver. To make the output DVI compliant, a board was constructed which routed the serial data through a TI DS34RT5110. This is an HDMI re-timer IC which implements TMDS outputs. The board attaches to proprietary gold finger connectors on the DFE, and presents a standard DVI female connector. It's design and layout was based on the reference provided by Texas Instruments [17] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We measured the end-to-end latency of our apparatus at ∼6 ms, using the cross-correlation variant of Steed's Method [18] . This was predominantly the scan out time of the display. In addition, we connected LEDs to a specially designed output of the DFE, and the parallel port of the host PC. On receipt of a specific input the CPU application would signal the parallel port and the DFE to illuminate these. High speed video (1000 fps) monitored the input devices and the LEDs. High speed video was used rather than an oscilloscope because it could monitor the input device and scan-out in addition to the LEDs, without additional instrumentation. The delay between each stage was determined by counting the number of frames between the occurrence of each event. The high speed video showed the first LED activating within ∼1 ms of the input device being triggered. The delay between the first and second LED was so low it could not be discerned from the video. This is summarised in Figure 4 . 
A. Comparison with GPU
We rebuilt our apparatus with a GPU (an NVidia Quadro NVS 290) in place of the dataflow renderer in order to measure the latency a traditional GPU would provide. The system remained otherwise unchanged. A small program was written which drew three textured squares, one controlled by the mouse. The program used the GLUT toolkit to draw quad primitives specified directly in normalised device coordinates. The latency was measured under two conditions using the cross-correlation variant of Steed's Method. The results are shown in Table I . We used a swap chain of length 2. With no swap chain visual artefacts were so severe measurements could not be taken. We judged that the visual artefacts present with no VSync would not be too disruptive to run the experiment, therefore the best case for the GPU had a latency 3x higher than our renderer. Reconfigurable hardware has been used before for low latency image synthesis. These are typically low level implementations with tight vertical integration. For example the apparatus of both Regan et al and Ng et al had the tracker driven by the same device performing the rendering. Reconfigurable hardware combined with the dataflow programming model can make application specific rendering hardware cost effective. Our sprite renderer has comparable scope to both prior examples, but our dataflow graph can be adapted to other use cases with an effort comparable to GPU shader programming.
Dataflow computers are an ideal platform to create new renderers without the limits of the painter's algorithm. Our renderer avoided the buffering inherent in that algorithm, and ran asynchronously of the CPU. It's architecture allowed us to race the beam, minimising the delay between user input and what is being drawn to the screen. For the renderer itself, this was less than 1 ms.
Our implementation currently requires a modified toolchain to drive the display. An alternative would be to use a standard platform interface such as Ethernet to route display data to another device. So long as the chosen protocol included backpressure functionality the design would remain conceptually the same, but with the Video Core and display driver implemented externally. The design would be more complex however, with far more buffering and therefore higher latency.
We are currently extending our design to render more complex 3D environments by building a ray-caster environment map renderer. In this renderer, a cube surrounds the user's viewpoint. For each pixel on the user's viewplane, a ray is cast and a texture map sampled based on the intersection point. Like our 2D renderer, it will be able to update the viewpoint while drawing the frame. An environment map will offer a convincing view of a 3D environment. The renderer will allow further user studies to be performed in immersive virtual reality.
